
R1 Control Motors 

 

The introduction of control motors relies on the motors being correctly matched to ensure 

comparable performance.  It appears from the limited communications from AARCMCC that they 

have used Motolysers powered from a variable power supply. 

 

 

 

However upon seeking clarification from the manufacturer of Motolyser directly, Jonas Eriksson has 

advised multiple times that the units are simply NOT to be powered in such a way and to only use a 

1-2s Lipo. The Switching frequency generated by a power supply may well cause damage to the unit.  

In such a case the readings provided may be compromised. 



 

 

In addition to this the FAQ section on the motor website expressly states that the kv figure shown 

will not be a true reflection given endbell timing, that the unit attempts to compensate for timing 

when giving a kv figure.  This can be seen here http://www.motolyser.com/wp/?page_id=36 

Timing setting on the end-bell have no impact on motor RPM 

The Motolyser does not take into account the endbell timing value. In order to make it easier to 

compare between brands and setups the system run all motors under the same working conditions. 

The result of this is motors which have been stated to have been matched and sealed by AARCMCC 

may be significantly different power, kv and therefore performance wise. 

 

Upon testing two sealed motors, Serial #’s 25990 and 26171 We can see some varying results, both 

on a SkyRC Motor checker  

http://www.motolyser.com/wp/?page_id=36


 

 

And on a Motolyser 

 

In this case both motors are well below the stated 2400kv setting, however the first motor is set 

slightly higher than the second timing wise.  The variance between the two kv values is less on the 

motolyser as the device is attempting to compensate for the timing when giving a kv value. 

 

When doing a loaded dyno test on the two motors, the difference becomes more apparent. 



 

 

Here we can see two runs on a loaded flywheel dyno for each motor, with serial 25990 having a peak 

output of 102.2 watts and 26171 a peak output of 113.3 watts. This being around 10% variation in 

power, well above the arbitrary 5% variance figure quoted.   

It is important to clarify that the motolyser while a solid tool for accurately determining timing and 

phase currents, is not accurate when it comes to measuring kv (which they do state in their faq 

indicated above)  We can see this even more clearly below, where a motor with low timing is 

compensated up by the unit: (In this case an AARCMCC Much More Fleta V1 with fixed timing) 

 

 



Conversely a motor with higher timing is compensated down (In this case a Trinity monster Max 21.5 

with 50 degrees endbell timing) 

 

 

From this we can see that the motolyser is clearly not the correct unit to use to match motors based 

on kv, and therefore the sealed motors are mismatched and in the two I have compared the 

difference is quite significant from a power and therefore performance standpoint. 

 

The AARCMCC R1 Control motors will all need to be retested and resealed. 

 

Procedure to correctly match R1 control motors; 

 

Firstly the KV needs to be set correctly, this is done on the SkyRC / G Force Motor checker, allow the 

motor to rev to max, and stop the unit, when the reading is +/- 5kv from the 2400kv figure (so 

2395kv to 2405kv) the value is correct.  To increase kv increase timing (rotate timing ring to the left) 

to decrease kv, decrease timing (rotate to the right) 

At 2400kv the timing value on the Skyrc checker should be roughly 40.  Remember we are matching 

to KV not to Timing. 



 

 

We can then check on the motolyser using a single cell lipo (Remember do NOT use a power supply) 

and the value should be within 50kv of the Skyrc unit. This is because at 40 degrees timing, the unit 

is not attempting to compensate for timing by a great deal. 

 

 

 

At this point the motor should have the timing screws tightened, then a final retest to ensure 

torqueing of the sensor assembly hasn’t moved anything (It can.) Once that is done, the motor can 

be sealed. 

  



 

Set correctly we can see that on a loaded dyno run there is very little variance between two motors. 

 

The same two motors, matched correctly @ 2400kv using the Skyrc checker, behave almost 

identically on the loaded dyno. 

 

 


